Sexual Violence Prevention Team  
Meeting Minutes  
March 25, 2019 Scharer Room

I. Attendance: Lindsay Wilson (CC), Shawn Peoples (OCR/Title IX), Ben Wilburn (SACIS), Kasey Brown (HERC), Jenny Sipes (VPSA), and Beth Gillespie (CEVO).

II. Outreach Ideas For APRIL

1. SBG has It’s on Us events planned for the first week of April. Social media contest on April 1; Strike out Sexual assault bowling on April 2; Consent is sweet Take the pledge on April 3; Scavenger hunt on april 4. An email has been sent to SBG to gather details on these events.
2. Library display case will be scheduled again this year.
3. Lindsay Wilson will reach out to the students who expressed interest in a Self Defense Training (at the tabling that counseling clinic did with UPD) to schedule this opportunity.
4. “I Ask” campaign- has free resources that can be included at tablings and displayed in display cases or boards across campus.
5. SACIS has several events planned for the month of April, many occurring on campus. CC, and other offices, may partner or join on some of these events.
6. Lindsay will reach out to athletics to see if baseball and softball team would be willing to wear teal at a home game in April.
7. HERC mental health and promotion grad will create a Calendar of all the events (SBG, SACIS, HERCs) and will disperse this calendar to the team. Calendar will be displayed in display case by food court as well.

III. Outreach Updates

1. UPD self-defense and safety tabling March 6th, two hours, in Thomas Hall breezeway. Reached 50+ students. Had 15 sign up, that they had interest in a self-defense class/training. Lindsay will reach out to these students to try to schedule this training/workshop opportunity.
2. Tracking outreach events: a few options on tracking outreach, were discussed. Some concerns and benefits of tracking were discussed. Not wanting to add more work for individuals. Not wanting to create multiple or repeated work. Could be easier to pull information from years past. Could be helpful to have all in one place. Further discussion is needed.
   a. Using Housing’s system (eRezlife). This would allow for a few of the SVPT members to enter data/information.
   b. Machforms: creating a machform to complete would allow anyone to fill it out, so long as they knew it existed and to complete it.
   c. Using Counseling Clinic’s system: Lindsay (or person in CC) would be responsible for entering the data/information.

IV. Future Meetings:

9:00AM- 10:00AM Casey 4/22/19